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Abstract. Electro optic sampling (EOS) is widely used as a technique to measure THz domain electric field pulses such as 
the self fields of femtosecond electron beams We present an EOS based approach for single shot spectral measurement that 
excels in simplicity (compatible with fibei integration) and bandwidth coverage (overcomes the laser bandwidth limitation) 
allowing few fs electron beams or single cycle THz pulses to be characterized with conventional picosecond probes It is 
shown that the EOS induced optical sidebands on the narrow bandwidth optical probe are specially shifted replicas of the 
THz pulse An experimental demonstration on a 0 3 THz source is presented 
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INTRODUCTION 

Control and measurement of terahertz (THz) pulses allow scientists to unravel ultra-fast phenomena in plasmas, 
semiconductors, and superconductors The method of laser-based electro optic sampling (EOS) [1, 2] has proven a 
powerful technique for characterizing single cycle broad-bandwidth THz radiation [3] EOS also serves as a single-
shot temporal diagnostic for femtosecond accelerator produced electron bunches [4] Conventional single-shot EOS 
based techniques measure the modified optical pulse m the temporal [3,4], spatial [5], or spectral domain [6] Here the 
temporal resolution and corresponding covered THz bandwidth is determined by the probe laser bandwidth Although 
few-fs few-cycle probe pulses (~100 THz bandwidth coverage) have been applied in multi shot EOS configurations 
[7], single-shot measurements are limited to longer >40 fs-type probe beams due to challenges in laser technology 
and user friendliness For state-of-the-art single cycle electromagnetic sources and electron accelerators moving into 
the few-femtosecond domain, this single-shot laser-bandwidth limit needs to be overcome Here we introduce and ex
perimentally demonstrate a novel EOS configuration based on THz-mduced optical sideband generation (analogous to 
THz-mduced sidebands m semiconductor systems [8, 9]) This single-shot technique excels m simplicity (compatible 
with fiber integration) and measures the THz pulse spectrum with a bandwidth coverage corresponding to a few-fs (oi 
shorter) temporal resolution 

EOS can be understood [2] as nonlinear mixing, in an electro-optic (EO) crystal, of the THz frequency components 
at £1 with the optical field components at co to produce new optical components at the sum and difference frequencies 
co ± Q. Q. and co represent angular frequencies In conventional EOS techniques the optical spectrum of the probe 
pulse is typically broad-band, extending well past the EOS-induced components co ± £2, such that the new and existing 
optical contributions add up coherently and appear as an amplitude or phase shift Relying on a broad-band probe laser 
limits the THz coverage to the probe laser bandwidth Here we circumvent this limit by concentrating on the optical 
sidebands created outside the probe laser's (narrow) bandwidth 

THEORETICAL CONCEPTS 

The basic concept of the sideband generation scheme is shown in Fig 1(a) An optical probe pulse is focused 
onto an EO crystal In the spectral domain, the electric field of this optical pulse can be defined as Eopt(co) = 
£oexp [—(co — C0o)2/o"£] with EQ the spectral amplitude and o"ffl the optical bandwidth [with corresponding temporal 
intensity full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) 2 35/o"m] Also incident on the EO crystal is either [m the THz 
radiation mode, see Fig 1(a)] a focused electromagnetic THz pulse with field £ J H Z ( ^ ) or [in the electron beam 
mode, see Fig 1(b)] the self-fields of a femtosecond electron beam with charge profile Q{t), whose Fourier transform 
yields a THz-domam field spectrum of EJHZ(Q.) ~ JdtQ(t)exp(~iilt) Figures 1(c) and 1(d) show example THz 



FIGURE 1. (color online) Schematic concept for optical sideband generation as a THz pulse diagnostic, (a) Incident on the EO 
crystal is both an electromagnetic THz pulse and an optical probe pulse, (b) In the electron beam mode the THz pulse represents 
the transverse electric field of a femtosecond electron bunch, (c, d) Example THz pulse spectrum I-mz(Q.) and narrow-bandwidth 
probe pulse spectrum /opt(<»), respectively, (e) EOS-induced optical spectrum /sum(ff>) based on EO mixing of the waveforms from 
(c) and (d). Assuming/THz(^) =hHx(~ft), it can be seen that/sum(a}o±£2) ~/THz(fi). 

and probe pulse spectra, respectively. Following the approach by Jamison et al. [2, 10], the frequency mixing inside 
the EO crystal leads to sum and difference frequency generation (labeled as £sum). In a coordinate system where 
the induced two-photon polarization P and input optical field E0pt are parallel, the nonlinear polarization can be 
expressed as P — £o%tii-ETHz-Eopt, with x]J the effective electro-optic parameter. Applying the slowly varying envelope 
approximation to the optical field envelopes, Jamison et al. [2] showed that the solution to the wave equation can be 
rewritten as 

£sum(a) = —— 4>o [ dQ.Tcr(Q.)ETUz{Q.)Eopt{co-Q.), (1) 
CMopt J-°° 

with Tcr(0) the crystal transfer function, L the crystal thickness, «0pt the crystal index of refraction at C0Q, and 0o a 
unitary factor given by [;exp (—j5L + iconoptL/c)] with c the light speed in vacuum, and /3 the optical absorption in 
the EO crystal. Equation (1) describes the optical sideband generation for arbitrary THz pulses, including arbitrary 
spectral phase. A further simplification to Eq. (1) can be made if we can assume that the probe laser amplitude is 
constant over the duration 7THZ of the THz pulse (7THZ •C l/o"ra). Under these conditions, the integral in Eq. (1) is only 
nonzero around Q. ~ | o> — coo | and Eq. (1) can be simplified as 

Esam{coo ±Ci) = ("*> ± n>L ^ a m y ^ r c r ( n ) £ T H z ( n ) . (2) 
C«opt 

Equation (2) shows that the crystal-modulated THz spectrum is now represented in the optical domain. Based on the 
example THz and probe spectra of Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), the modeled optical intensity Imm(co) is shown in Fig. 1(e). 
The crystal transfer function was simplified here to be a constant. One can see that the optical spectrum /SUm(ft>) is a 
direct match to the coo-shifted THz pulse spectrum. While Eq. (2) predicts that the sideband field amplitude is linearly 
proportional to o"ra, the spectral resolution of this THz retrieval method is also linear with aa. For example, in order 
to resolve sharp THz spectral features such as a (2n ■ 40)-GHz-width absorption line, an upper boundary to the laser 
bandwidth of a^ = 2n ■ 40 GHz (equivalent to a temporal intensity FWHM of 9.4 ps) is required. 

Equations (1) and (2) indicate that the crystal transfer function Ta(Q.) [11] will affect the THz pulse retrieval from 
the measured sideband spectrum. Tcr(Q.) incorporates the frequency dependent EO parameter %gJ[Cl) [12], the effect 
of Fabry-Perot reflections of the THz pulse inside the crystal, and the phase-matching function [2] which incorporates 
THz absorption, dispersion, and velocity walk-off between optical and THz fields. Ta(Q.) can either be measured and 
calibrated, or retrieved from the literature. Note that to cover a THz bandwidth in excess of 50 THz, ultra-thin EO 
crystals (at the cost of signal strength) such as 5-jUm-thick GaSe could be employed. 



FIGURE 2. (color online) Experimental setup for the THz-induced optical sideband diagnostic. A laser beam is split by a beam 
splitter into two arms, namely a pump arm for THz generation and a probe arm. The THz pulse is focused by a polyethylene (PE) 
lens onto an EO crystal. The probe arm is reflected off a grating-lens-slit combination to produce a narrow bandwidth probe pulse 
Eopt(co) onto the EO crystal, after which an imaging spectrometer records the spectrum /Sum(ffl). The inset at the bottom right shows 
a schematic of the spatial profiles of the THz pulse and probe beam, as well as the relevant polarization vectors. 

EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION 

In order to experimentally demonstrate the diagnostic capability of THz-induced optical sideband production, we 
developed a laser-based THz generation setup delivering both a THz pulse and a narrow-bandwidth probe beam onto 
a GaP crystal. The laser was based on a 1-kHz Titanium-sapphire laser system (XQ = 800 nm) as depicted in Fig. 2. 
A collimated laser pulse with a 3.1 mm intensity FWHM and 35 fs temporal FWHM was incident onto a beam 
splitter (top right). The vertically-polarized transmitted beam (labeled as THz pump beam), at an energy of 510 /iJ 
/pulse, was propagated onto a 200-^tm-thick ZnTe crystal for production of THz radiation through optical rectification 
[13]. The horizontally-polarized THz pulse (see [13] for polarization details) was focused by a 60-mm-focal-length 
polyethylene lens (transmission limited to 0-3 THz) through a thin nitro-cellulose dielectric-coated pellicle onto a 
200-;Um-thick GaP crystal for EO detection. 

We chose to derive the narrow-bandwidth probe beam from the THz-pump laser line to guarantee temporal 
synchronization. As illustrated in Fig. 2, the probe beam from the beam splitter (60 ^iJ/pulse) was sent through a 
delay stage onto a 600 lines/mm grating to accomplish spectral dispersion. A cylindrical lens placed after the grating 
produced a line focus, with each color focused to a different position. A 150-/im slit was placed in the focal plane 
of the lens, therefore only transmitting a narrow controllable part of the optical bandwidth. By imaging the slit onto 
the GaP crystal (one-to-one imaging) and imaging the crystal plane onto the 300-/im opening slit of a 0.25-m 14-

bit 1-Mpixel-CCD imaging spectrometer, we were able to record two-dimensional (wavelength and space) optical 
spectra with a calibration of 0.23 nm/pixel horizontally and 42 /xm/pixel vertically. By carefully selecting the proper 
EO crystal axis rotation as well as the polarization vectors of the optical and THz beams, we were able to operate 
in the polarization extinction mode. In this mode, the optical spectrum of the input beam /0pt(&>) was rejected by the 
analyzer (with extinction efficiency of 1.4 ■ 10~4), while the EOS-induced optical spectrum /SUm(ft>) was transmitted 
by the analyzer. Note that remnant Iopt{co) still frustrated THz retrieval at frequencies Q. < aa. 

An image of the measured optical spectrum with the THz beam blocked is shown in Fig. 3(a). Although the 
demonstrated technique has single-shot capabilities, the images in Fig. 3 represent an accumulation of 500 laser shots 
for improved signal-to-noise. Figure 3(b) shows the spectrometer image with the THz beam unblocked. A line-out 
through the center of the THz spot is shown in Fig. 3(c), where the frequency axis was set by shifting the original 
spectral axis by C0Q/(2TI) = 375 THz. As predicted, the THz spectrum appears as symmetric sidebands in the optical 
domain. It was verified that the measured spectrum in Fig. 3(c) is in qualitative agreement with theoretical predictions 
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FIGURE 3. (color online) (a) Spectrometer image obtained with no THz field present. Remnant laser radiation of the probe beam 
around 800 nm is still observed, (b) Image of THz-induced optical sidebands with the on-axis line-out shown in (c). For the latter, 
the spectrum was shifted by coo/(27c) =375 THz. The optical sidebands are replicas of the THz pulse spectrum incident on the GaP 
crystal. 

(dominated by PE transmission). 
Note that for single-cycle THz pulses or 50-pC-type femtosecond electron beams (with peak fields on the order 

of 0.1-10 MV/cm), signal ratios 4um(©)/%pt(<Bo) on the order of ~ 10~9 — 10 - 5 are expected. Such ratio requires a 
combination of significant probe energy, a sensitive spectrometer, and polarization extinction of/opt((Bo). Details on 
signal-to-noise optimization will be addressed in future work. 

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, we have presented the concept of THz-induced optical sideband generation as a single-shot THz pulse 
diagnostic. The technique can be applied to electromagnetic THz radiation as well as to the self-fields of femtosecond 
electron bunches. The novel approach is not effected by laser bandwidth limitations, enabling large spectral coverage 
(>60 THz) from few-fs electron beams. Potential fiber integration of the setup offers advantages in user friendliness. 
We have experimentally demonstrated the diagnostic by observing optical sidebands from a 0-3 THz laser-based 
source. 
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